
Alison provided an interesting opportunity: to incorporate two similar, yet noticeably different shape and
size primary diamonds, along with several accent diamonds.

From money clips, ornaments, custom charms, stretch bracelets, earrings, coaster sets and
of course the finer jewelry, we can work together to reflect your gift recipient’s personal
tastes, style and interests, made through casting, 3-D printing, laser cutting or etching, in a
variety of materials such as porcelain, wood, stone or several kinds of metals. I have ideas
for all ages and genders. Prices start at $20. Now’s the time to start ordering!

In addition to the All-Important Rings, there are plenty of other ways to celebrate. I
recently helped one bride order custom jewelry for her bridesmaids and mothers in the
same materials, but various designs to suit each wearer. This matched their clothing
concept of same fabrics but varying designs that best complemented each wearer. They
wore their jewelry at the wedding ceremony, and then each took home a fantastic
memory keepsake. For another wedding gift, the couple received this porcelain bell with a
hope chest charm containing a pearl inside.
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Alison: “Cady was so easy to work with in creating my new ring. She
listened to what was important to me in combining the diamonds from my
engagement ring and wedding band with my grandmother’s engagement
ring diamond. She presented me with several ideas, and we needed to go
no further because I fell in love with her very first design. Cady stayed
within my budget and needed timeframe and created a stunning work of
jewelry art I will cherish.”



Make plans to bring a friend and visit the second annual
 11-5 Saturday December 2 at 9303 S Jamestown in Tulsa.

Along with me will be returning artists (painting and sculpture),
 (Ceramics),  (fused & dichroic glass),

(bronze sculpture),  (fiber artist), along with show newbie
(but experienced wood turner) … Met
loads of new people at the recent, well-attended

 and the kids had fun stamping their own bookmarks…
And, the  gift shop asked to
carry not only my earrings that placed in its
co-sponsored by the  and

, but also a bracelet I
submitted for the contest. I’m able to

retain the design rights of both items. The earrings and
bracelet also are available in my Shapeways shop… Lots of
new items are available at the  in downtown Tulsa,
as well as the  in
Eureka Springs, AR… Also, you can check out my ever-expanding inventory available at

 and through

Please give me a call to set a time to come by – even to just to get your jewelry cleaned, see my studio and share a
scone and cup of tea.

Phone: 918-557-1027
Email: design@cadycarlson.com
Web site:

Follow Cady Carlson Designs on , , , and


